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SUMMARY
A model was developed and exercised to allow wet mass comparisons of three-axis stabilized
communications satellites delivered to geosynchronous transfer orbit. The mass benefits of using
advanced chemical propulsion for apogee injection and north-south stationkeeping (NSSK) functions or
electric propulsion (hydrazine arcjets and xenon ion thrusters) for NSSK functions are documented. A
large derated ion thruster is proposed which minimizes thruster lifetime concerns and qualification test
times when compared to those of smaller ion thrusters planned for NSSK applications. The mass
benefits, which depend on the spacecraft mass and mission duration, increase dramatically with arcjet
specific impulse in the 500 to 600 s range, but are nearly constant for the derated ion thruster operated
in the 2300 to 3000 s range. For a given mission, the mass benefits with an ion system are typically
double those of the arcjet system; however, the total thrusting time with arcjets is less than one-third
that with ion thrusters for the same thruster power. The mass benefits may permit increases in
revenue producing payload or reduce launch costs by allowing a move to a smaller launch vehicle.
INTRODUCTION
Electric Propulsion Systems (EPS's) are attractive candidates to perform north-south stationkeeping
(NSSK) functions on geosynchronous spacecraft (refs. 1 to 4). The primary benefit of using electric
propulsion is a significant reduction of NSSK propellant from that presently required. Electric propul-
sion accomplishes this propellant mass reduction by increasing the propellant exhaust velocity, or spe-
cific impulse, over that of present chemical thrusters (ref. 4). This gross mass benefit, less the EPS
mass, may then be traded for additional revenue producing payload, additional propellant to extend the
mission, or a move to a smaller, less costly, launch vehicle.
Electric thrusters such as resistojets (refs. 5 and 6), arcjets (refs. 7 and 8), Hall-current devices
(refs. 9 and 10), and ion thrusters (refs. 8 and I 1 to 15) are under development. Propulsion systems
with these different electric thrusters have widely varying performance, mass properties, and maturity
levels; therefore, they can yield vastly different benefits and risks to spacecraft using them. As electric
thrusters mature, their performance and mass parameters become better defined as does the ability to
compare their relative benefits. This paper compares the benefits of applying two of the more mature
EPS technologies as well as advanced chemical propulsion to the task of providing NSSK to commu-
nications satellites in geosynchronous orbit. A thorough mass breakdown of an entire specific commu-
nications satellite is beyond the scope of this paper; however, detailed descriptions of two EPS
technologies are presented.
Systemsemployinghydrazinearcjetsorxenonion thrustersareselectedfor massbudgetanalyses
performedherein.Hydrazinearcjetsareselectedfor thiscomparisonbecausetheyhavebeenbaselined
for NSSKonGeneralElectric's7000seriescommunicationssatellite(refs.7 and16). Xenonion
thrustersarealsoselectedfor comparisonbecauseof theresultsof priorstudiesandworld-wide
interest(refs.11to 15).
In particular,a newlow riskapproachis in effectattheNationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdmin-
istration'sLewisResearchCenter(NASALewis)to assistin the implementationof ionthrustersfor
NASA'sspacepropulsionneeds.ForNSSKapplications,thisapproachinvolvesusinga throttledor
"derated" ion thruster system which greatly mitigates all known ion thruster life-limiting mechanisms.
It is proposed that a large 30 cm diameter ion thruster, which has demonstrated operation beyond
5 kW, be used at a small fraction of this power (ref. 17). In addition to significant lifetime gains,
some performance benefits accrue, allowing shorter total thrusting times than those of thrusters with
diameters of 10 to 13 cm (refs. 13 to 16). The penalties of this derated thruster philosophy are a
heavier and more voluminous EPS.
The mass benefits obtained by using EPS with various electric thrusters are computed by com-
paring the wet spacecraft mass injected into a geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO) for an all chem-
ically propelled spacecraft with those utilizing EPS for NSSK. This general methodology, which has
been used before and most recently in reference 18, is presented in appendix A. All symbols are
defined in appendix B. A listing of the computer program used is given in appendix C. Specific
values for each variable are given in the PARAMETER VALUES section. Then, the results obtained
from mission, spacecraft, and chemical propulsion parameter variations are examined.
PARAMETER VALUES
This section describes and quantifies the model inputs for Mission and Spacecraft, Apogee Propul-
sion, NSSK Chemical Propulsion and, NSSK Electric Propulsion parameters. State of the art values of
parameters in these four groups are kept in separate files and designated as default values. When the
program is run, a screen for each group appears with the default values. Any or all of the parameter
default values may be changed before computations are conducted. Initial default values for each
parameter are discussed below and quantified for an arcjet EPS. Then, those initial default values for
an ion thruster EPS, which are different from those of the arcjet EPS, are described.
Mission and Spacecraft
The "mission" in this study is north-south stationkeeping (NSSK) of a three-axis stabilized com-
munications satellite in geosynchronous orbit (GEO) with a chemical propulsion system or an electric
propulsion system (EPS). Spacecraft such as the GE 7000 series and Intelsat VII are typical geo-
synchronous satellites of interest (refs. 16 and 18). Baseline and growth versions of these spacecraft
have dry masses between 1400 and 2000 kg. Typical launch masses for these spacecraft lie between
3000 and 4000 kg; therefore, they could use members of the Atlas II or Ariane 4 families of launch
vehicles. The launch sites chosen are the Eastern Test Range (ETR) in Florida, USA and Kourou,
Fr. Guiana, which require velocity increments of approximately 1785 m/s (ref. 19) and 1514 rn/s
(ref. 4), respectively, for the apogee injection maneuver. An average annual velocity increment
required for NSSK is 46 m/s (ref. 4). A baseline mission lifetime of 15 years is selected although it is
varied from 10 to 20 years in the analysis. It is assumed that the energy to perform a NSSK maneu-
ver with an EPS will always be provided by the on-board eclipse batteries (ref. 20), rather than the
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spacecraftsolararrays.To minimizethebatterydepthof discharge,anyexcessolararraypowerwill
probablybeusedto supportheEPSmaneuver( ef. 18).
Thetotalenergyof theeclipsebatteriesis assumedto be in therangeof 4.8to 7.2kW-hr. Onlya
fractionof thisenergywill beavailablefor anEPSmaneuver.TableI summarizesthedefaultvalues
for theMissionandSpacecraftparameters.
Apogee Propulsion
Four hundred-fifty Newton (100 lbf) class, bipropellant, apogee kick motors integral to the space-
craft were assumed to provide the velocity increment required by the orbit transfer maneuver. Nitro-
gen tetroxide (NTO) is commonly used with either monomethyl-hydrazine (MMH) (ref. 4) or
anhydrous hydrazine (refs. 21 and 22) in a variety of engine geometries. State of the art (SOA)
default values of specific impulse for these two propellants are assumed to be 311 and 315 s, respec-
tively. With material changes to allow hotter combustion chambers and increased area ratio nozzles
(ref. 23), these values should increase. A propellant reserve fraction of 4.2 percent is believed to be
typical for bipropellants and is assumed for the mass model.
Chemical NSSK Propulsion
Twenty-two Newton (5 lbf) class bipropellant rockets are assumed to be used to provide NSSK
corrections. The initial specific impulse default value is 285 s (ref. 4). Again, the bipropellant reserve
fraction is assumed to be 4.2 percent. For non-NSSK propulsion functions, such as east-west station-
keeping and attitude control, the non-NSSK propellant is assumed to be the sum of a time independent
component and a component which varies at a rate of 4 kg/year of mission life. Values are estimated
from prior spacecraft (ref. 4). The sum of the two components is then normalized to a spacecraft dry
mass of 1640 kg, the example of reference 18. Table II lists the parameter default values used for
bipropellant apogee, attitude control, and stationkeeping engines. Values for advanced technologies
are discussed later.
Electric NSSK Propulsion-Arcjet
Recent governmental and industrial efforts have brought hydrazine arcjets to a state of flight
readiness (refs. 7, 8, and 16).
Table III presents demonstrated (refs. 7, 8, and 24) and extrapolated (ref. 25) operating points for
hydrazine and nitrogen-hydrogen gas mixtures simulating ideal hydrazine decomposition products. For
the thruster input powers shown, the specific impulse and thrust values given are assumed to be mis-
sion averaged values. Variations on the order of +5 percent from these average values would be
expected as the propellant supply pressure decreases with propellant usage.
Mass models of electric propulsion systems were previously developed for high power, primary
propulsion ion thruster systems (refs. 26 and 27). Where appropriate the methodology of reference 26
is followed in this study, as evidenced by the division of the EPS into a thrust module and an interface
module as shown in figure 1. The thrust module includes the thrusters, gimbals, propellant distribu-
tion, and structure for these elements. The interface module contains the power processors, wiring,
thermal control for the power processor and interface module waste heat, an EPS controller and
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housekeeping power supplies, propellant storage and control, and structure between the thrust module
and interface module elements and the spacecraft bus. The division of components into modules is
primarily for mass accounting purposes. For these missions, the mass model is, at this time, believed
to be representative of fully integrated architectures.
Table IV lists mass model parameters used for arcjet systems and their default values. Four elec-
tric thrusters are employed to provide NSSK of three-axis stabilized spacecraft. One pair of thrusters
are fired at a time such that the resultant thrust is parallel to the North or South axis and through the
center of mass of the spacecraft. The other pair may be used or held for redundancy. The thruster
mass (MTH) is 1.0 kg (ref. 7). In general, the need for thruster gimbals is determined by the place-
ment of the thrusters and several strategies employed to compensate for induced disturbances.
Thrusters may be placed on either the east and west or north and/or south faces of the spacecraft.
Gimballed NSSK thrusters are typically vectored approximately _+10° about one or two axes. A final
design will certainly be spacecraft configuration specific and based upon tradeoffs between propulsion
module mass and attitude control complexity and/or propellant mass. When used, the gimbal mass for
this study is assumed to be equal to 34 percent of the thruster mass (ref. 26). The total thruster and
gimbal mass (MTGT) would then be 5.36 times that of a single thruster when gimbals are used or four
times when no gimbals are used.
A propellant distribution mass (MPD) of 1 kg per thruster is included for the hydrazine arcjet
system on spacecraft using MMH and NTO for non-NSSK functions. When anhydrous hydrazine
(arcjet propellant) and NTO are available for non-NSSK functions, no mass penalty is assessed.
Significant support structure is required between the thrust module elements and the spacecraft
interface components and is assumed to be 3 ! percent of the thrust module component masses
(ref. 26).
Each thruster requires a power processor to convert the spacecraft bus voltage to that required by
the arcjet. Arcjet power processor mass has been modeled as that of a high power ion thruster dis-
charge supply (ref. 26) or, more recently (ref. 28), as a unit scaled to a 10 kW level based on a
1.4 kW flight type power processor. Both equations yield power processor specific mass (ALPPU)
values which decrease with input power. Reference 7 has demonstrated a 1.8 kW flight design power
processor with a specific mass of 2.33 kg/kW which is less than that predicted by either of the prior
methods; therefore, over the small arcjet power range of table III, the power processor specific mass is
assumed to be constant at a value of 2.33 kg/kW. Arcjet power processor efficiencies (ETAPPU) of
about 90 percent have been demonstrated (ref. 7) and are assumed in this study. The power cable
assembly required for each low power arcjet has a mass (MCAB) of 0.8 kg (ref. 7). The arcjet EPS
controller and housekeeping power supplies are estimated (ref. 26) to have a mass (MIFM) of 2.2 kg,
require 50 W (PIFM), and be 90 percent efficient (ETAIFM). Heat pipe radiators are required for
thermal control of heat generated by two operating power conditioners and the interface module. The
thermal control specific mass (ALTC) is assumed to be 31 kg/kW, as suggested in reference 26. It is
believed that this value is near that proposed for the next generation of communications satellites.
The mass of the hydrazine propellant tank and propellant control (MPTK) is assumed to be the
product of a propellant tank fraction (0.07) and the NSSK propellant. An initial value of propellant
mass is provided, as mentioned earlier, because the program iteratively computes the EPS propellant
tankage mass which is a fimction of the effective specific impulse. The initial value of propellant
mass is assumed to be 250 kg. An interface module structure mass (MIFS) is then computed as a
fraction (0.04) of the sum of the propulsion module elements and a mass (MEPAD) to account for any
elements required by the use of EPS. A value of 10 kg is assumed for this added mass for EPS which
includes extra sensors, eclipse battery charge circuitry, and heaters to maintain thermal control of
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unusedpowerprocessorsduringeclipseperiods(ref. 18). A contingencymass(MCON),whichis
20 percentof thesumof thepropulsionmoduleandinterfacemodulestructuremasses,is addedto that
sumto givetheelectricpropulsionsystemdry mass(MEPD).Thiscontingencymassfractionis the
samefor botharcjetandion thrustersystems.
RegardlessonwhichspacecraftaceelectricNSSK thrusters are mounted, they are usually located
on the spacecraft bus exterior and pointed primarily in the north and/or south directions. To minimize
impingement of the arcjet exhaust plume on the solar array panels, which also extend in the north and
south directions, the arcjets are canted away from the NS axis. Based on plume studies (refs. 29
and 30), a thruster cant angle (PHI) of 17° is assumed for arcjets. Thus, the thrust and specific
impulse are reduced by the cosine of 17". To calculate the total NSSK propellant mass, a 6 percent
propellant reserve fraction (PRF) is assumed for hydrazine and used to increase the propellant mass
value computed with the rocket equation. This factor combines the reserve and residual propellant in
the propellant tank.
The calculation of thrusting time per firing (THME) requires the number of permissible thrusting
days per year (D) and the number of firing(s) per day(s) (N). Values for the number of thrusting days
per year used in this study are 365 or 275, which excludes the two 45 day eclipse periods. The
thruster firing frequency may vary considerably from twice a day (around each nodal crossing), to
once a day or once every few days depending on the parameter values in equation A4.
Electric NSSK Propulsion - Ion
Research and flight programs have demonstrated the flexibility of ion propulsion to perform pri-
mary and auxiliary propulsion functions (ref. 3 l). Auxiliary propulsion xenon ion thrusters are being
developed worldwide. Table V lists a nominal operating condition for each of the most mature known
xenon ion thrusters and the source of the information. These thrusters are briefly described below.
Other ion thruster default values used in this study are presented in table VI. Only the values which
are different from those used for arcjets (table IV) are discussed here. If no reference is given, then
the value is an estimated one.
Derated Thruster. - The laboratory model derated thruster presented in reference 17 has a mass of
10.7 kg. Based on preliminary testing, it is anticipated that this mass can be reduced to 7.0 kg by
thruster structural redesign. For this thruster, the propellant distribution includes one low pressure pro-
pellant line flowing to a pair of latching values at the thruster as shown in figure 2 (ref. 12). From
there, it splits into three lines, each ending at a flow limiting impedance. The mass of propellant
distribution hardware (MPD) is estimated to be 7.3 kg based on the component masses presented in
reference 27.
Power processor specific mass (ALPPU), as a function of input power may be estimated from
figure 3(a). At a low power level (0.71 kW), the data of reference 13 are used. At a power level of
1.4 kW, the data of reference 32 are plotted. For ion thrusters operating at the 5 kW level, the mass
models of reference 28 are used to combine the technology demonstrated for a 5 kW arcjet power
supply (ref. 33) with that of reference 32. Figure 3(a) shows that as the power processor input power
is increased, the specific mass decreases asymptotically with increasing power. This trend has also
been observed for power processors developed for mercury ion thrusters (ref. 31). Figure 3(a) and
table VII also show the power processor specific masses assumed for the derated thruster. Figure 3(b)
and table VII show the values of power processor efficiency used in this study. It is assumed that the
power processor efficiency (ETAPPU) increases asymptotically with increasing power to a value of
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about0.94. Thistendency is based on both demonstrated (refs. 13, and 32) and estimated (ref. 31)
results.
Table VII summarizes five operating conditions demonstrated by the derated xenon ion thruster
(ref. 17) and used as mass model input parameter variations. Also shown are corresponding power
processor specific mass and efficiency values assumed for the model.
The propellant tankage and control fraction (PTF) is estimated to be 20 percent of the propellant
mass. It includes a 14 percent fraction of the propellant mass for the tankage (refs. 26 and 27) and
approximately 3.4 kg for propellant control (ref. 27) including valves, regulators, and filters. For this
mission, this latter mass may be approximated as 6 percent of the NSSK propellant mass. For the
large systems of references 26 and 27, this mass would be insignificant compared to the tankage. The
initial value of the propellant mass (MPSK) used for ion thruster calculations is 50 kg.
For the more complex ion propulsion systems, the EPS controller and housekeeping power supply
mass (MIFM) is estimated (ref. 26) to be 6.2 kg.' The cant angle PH 1 for the larger derated ion
thruster is assumed to be 30 °. The ion thruster cant angle is larger than that of the arcjet because
particles emitted from the ion thruster typically have energies about 1000 times those from the arcjet
and are capable of doing considerable sputtering damage. Energetic ion densities at angles greater
than 30 ° are believed to be sufficiently low to preclude solar array damage.
XIPS thrusters, - Hughes Research Laboratories (HRL) developed and endurance tested a working
model Xenon Ion Propulsion Subsystem (XIPS) for NSSK of large geosynchronous communications
satellites (refs. 12 and 32). The ion thrusters for that subsystem are 25 cm in diameter. HRL has also
designed a propulsion system with similar technology using a 13 cm diameter thruster (ref. 34). The
operating characteristics of these two ion thrusters are presented in table V.
IES, IPS thruster. - Expanding on the ion thruster results from Japan's third Engineering Test
Satellite (ETS-III) (ref. 35), their National Space Development Agency (NASDA) has developed a
12 cm diameter xenon Ion Engine System (IES) with the cooperation of Mitsubishi Electric Corpora-
tion and Toshiba (ref. 13). The IES is scheduled to perform the NSSK functions for ETS-VI (ref. 13).
Properties of IES are also given in table V. This ion thruster is also proposed for the Ion Propulsion
System (IPS) of reference 18.
RIT thrusters. - The European Space Agency (ESA) has sponsored electric propulsion develop-
ment resulting in two different xenon ion propulsion systems (refs. 14 and 15). Both systems use ion
thrusters which are 10 cm in diameter. One, known as R1TA, for Radio Frequency Ion Thruster
Assembly, has been selected as a flight experiment on the European Retrievable Carrier (EURECA-I)
(ref. 36) and proposed as an operational system for ESA's advanced communications technology
satellite (SAT-2) (ref. 14). The RIT-10 ion thruster is manufactured by Messerschmitt Bolkow Blohm
and is unique in that it employs radio frequency power to ionize the xenon. Additional RIT-10
properties are given in table V.
UK-IOthruster. -ESA's other electric propulsion system is designated the UK-10 Ion Propulsion
System (ref. 15) and has also been proposed for SAT-2 (ref. 37). Here, the xenon ions are generated
conventionally with a direct current discharge. Some of the operational characteristics of this thruster
are presented in table V.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Themassmodelparametervaluespresentedin theprevioussectionwerevariedusingthecom-
puterprogramlistedin appendixC. An exampleof themassmodelinputandoutputvaluesis shown
in tableVIII. Theprimaryoutputsof themodelaretheinitial spacecraftmassesin geosynchronous
transferorbit (GTO)withandwithoutanelectricpropulsionsystem(EPS)option. Thedifference
betweenthesetwomassesquantifiesthemassbenefitof usingEPS,andthemagnitudeof thespace-
craftmassin GTOdeterminesthelaunchvehiclerequirementsandsubsequentdifferencesin the
launchcosts.Theresultsof inputparametervariationsfromthedefaultvaluesandtheir impacton
launchvehiclerequirementsarepresentedbelow.
LaunchVehicleCapability
Throughoutthehistoryof communicationsatellites,theconfigurationaldirectionhasbeentoward
moremassivespacecraft,witha widerrangeof payloads,increasedtotalpowerlevels,andlonger
on-orbitlifetimes(refs.4 and 18). Oneconsequenceof thesetrends is a greater demand on the
performance of today's midrange launch vehicles, such as those of the Atlas and Ariane families.
Table IX lists the approximate present and near-term mass capabilities delivered to GTO for several
launch vehicles (refs. 38 to 41). An assumed mass of 60 kg for a spacecraft adapter has been
subtracted from the advertised launch vehicle performance values. Minor improvements in these
values are continuously sought in order to capture payload growth opportunities and are usually
incorporated in block changes yielding 100 to 200 kg increases in the mass delivered to GTO.
Examples of this type of growth are shown in the differences between the capabilities of the Atlas II
and IIA or Ariane 44P and 42L launch vehicles. Consequently, the manufacturers of satellites have
options in sizing their payloads to fit a particular launch vehicle. These mass options are valued at
approximately $30 000/kg (ref. 18) of mass in GTO and may be traded for anticipated revenue. The
fact that different launch vehicle providers charge users differently (either a fixed price per vehicle or
a price per kg) also complicates the spacecraft design process. When the model results are presented,
an appropriate GTO mass capability for a given launch vehicle is also shown to indicate a possible
move to a smaller launch vehicle.
Mass Model Test Cases
Test cases for the mass model were examined using estimated Ion Propulsion System (IPS) param-
eters shown in table V with the Intelsat VII growth version spacecraft (1640 kg dry) of reference 18.
Table X compares the results of reference 18 with outputs from this model. Minor differences
between the propellant budget results of reference 18 and this mass model are caused by several
factors. First, the non-NSSK propellant in this model is a function of the spacecraft mass and mission
duration. In addition, the annual NSSK velocity increment for reference 18 is 48.6 m/s (the worst case
for a 15 year mission) whereas this model uses an average value of 46 m/s. Also, the chemical
propulsion NSSK specific impulse used in reference 18 is believed to have been slightly higher than
that which this model assumes. These input parameter differences lead to chemical and electric
propulsion wet spacecraft masses at GEO which are -34 kg and ÷ 10 kg, respectively, different from
those of the reference case. This 44 kg difference is compounded by an additional 30 kg difference in
apogee injection propellant. Minor differences between the assumed values of apogee injection
velocity increment, specific impulse, and propellant reserve fraction account for another 11 kg of
difference between the two cases. The combined effect of these differences show up as an 85 kg
variation in the mass benefit or about 2 percent of the mass in GTO. Table X also shows that when
onlytheIPSthrusterspecificimpulse,power,thrust,andmassandpowerprocessorspecificmassand
efficiencyareusedasmodelinputs,with theEPSmodeldefaultvaluesfor theotherinputs,the
differencein themassbenefitwith respecto thereferencecase,decreasesto 58kg. TheEPSdry
massfor this thirdcaseis 17kglighterthanthereferencecaseprimarilybecausetheEPSmodel
assumespassiveNSSKpropellantflowcontrolanda smallergimbalmassfraction.
As discussedin reference18andshownherein,theuseof an ionthrusterEPScanallowa mass
benefitof about500kgto berealized.Thisbenefitmaytranslateintoa $15Msavingsin launchcosts
or possiblya moveto a smallerlaunchvehicle.
InputParameterVariations
In orderto evaluatepossiblevariationsin spacecraftbusgeometryandpayload,themissionand
spacecraftparameterswerevaried.Theimpactsof usingadvancedchemicalpropulsiontechnology
andEPSwith arcjetsandion thrustersat differeatoperatingconditionsarealsoexamined.
Years on orbit (Y). - While holding the dry spacecraft mass and the propulsion technologies fixed,
the mission duration was varied from 10 to 20 years. The results are shown in figure 4. The mass in
GTO increases nearly linearly with mission duration, as expected, but at a slower rate for NSSK pro-
pulsion with increased specific impulse. Thus, mass benefits also increase with mission duration and
at a faster rate for the propulsion system with higher specific impulse. For both arcjet and ion thruster
systems, the required total thrusting times increase slightly more than a factor of 2 from 600 and
2900 hr, respectively, as mission duration increases from 10 to 20 years. This faster than linear effect
occurs because the non-NSSK on-orbit propellant also increases with mission duration, raising the
initial mass in GEO and causing the thrusting time per firing to increase slightly with mission
duration. A more refined mass model would account for a spacecraft mass which decreases with
mission duration as on-orbit propellant is consumed.
Launch site. - Figure 4 is generated from cases where the launch site is Kourou and the velocity
increment required for apogee injection is 1514 m/s. For launches from ETR, the required velocity
increment is 1785 m/s due to the greater change in orbital inclination. Figure 5 shows the mass in
GTO and mass benefits with EPS mission duration as functions of mission duration for the same con-
ditions as figure 4 with the exception of the launch site. Mass differences result only from the added
apogee injection propellant mass for ETR. Once GEO is achieved, the balance of the missions are
identical. The net result is that the mass in GTO and the mass benefits are always about 10 percent
greater for an ETR launch than one from Kourou, for fixed apogee and NSSK propulsion assumptions.
Spacecraft dry mass (MSC). - The spacecraft dry mass was varied from 1400 to 2000 kg for
spacecraft using state-of-the-art (SOA) chemical, arcjet and ion propulsion systems. Figure 6 shows
the mass in GTO and mass benefits for these three cases as functions of the dry spacecraft mass. The
mass in GTO and the mass benefit both increase linearly With spacecraft dry mass. This means that
any of the results presented herein for one spacecraft dry mass may be scaled to other spacecraft dry
mass values. The spacecraft mass in GTO decreases as the NSSK propulsion system specific impulse
increases mainly due to the reduction in NSSK propellant. This trend is also reflected in the mass
benefits, which are always greater for the higher specific impulse ion thruster. Additional technologi-
cal improvements in launch vehicle capability or spacecraft propulsion would permit an Atlas HAS to
capture a greater fraction of the payloads shown for an ETR launch. The total thrusting time required
by EPS increases nearly directly with increases in the dry spacecraft mass for given thruster
conditions. '_
Battery energy rating (kW-hr). - When the eclipse battery energy rating is increased from 4.8 to
6.0 to 7.2 kW-hr for a fixed dry spacecraft mass, only the maximum battery depth of discharge
(MAXDOD) changes. The maximum depth of discharge is inversely proportional to the battery
energy rating. For this model, it is assumed that the NSSK maneuver with EPS would always be
accomplished with battery power alone. However, excess solar array capability could be used to
reduce the use of the eclipse batteries (ref. 18).
The case of increased battery energy for a constant dry spacecraft mass may occur if the commu-
nications technology is improved to yield a reduced payload mass. Then, additional communications
capability, solar array, and batteries could be added and the depth of discharge for EPS maneuvers
would decrease. As an option, increases in battery energy could permit less frequent EPS usage and
allow a decrease in the number of battery cycles rather than a decrease in the battery depth of
discharge.
The upper limits of allowable battery depth of discharge and number of battery cycles have been
increasing with time (refs. 4 and 18) as extended' testing of nickel-hydrogen storage battery cells con-
tinues at depth-of-discharge values up to 0.80 for more cycles than are required by an ion thruster EPS
performing a 20 year NSSK mission (refs. 42 to 44). The more demanding battery requirements of
low Earth-orbit missions has spurred battery research to produce technological advances which easily
satisfy the needs of EPS propelled communications satellites at GEO.
Thrusting days per year (D). - This study assumes that EPS thrusting would be allowed every day
of the year, including the two 45 day eclipse periods. This may not be realistic because there could be
days when spacecraft functions, such as orbit determination, may require undisturbed periods in excess
of 24 hr. In the past, certain spacecraft configurations also precluded propulsion power loads on the
storage batteries during eclipse periods (ref. 4). Thus, the allowable number of thrusting days per year
may be less than 365 and may be on the order of 275 days. The thrusting time and battery depth of
discharge per firing were found to be nearly inversely proportional to the number of allowable thrust-
ing days per year. There were small additional increases due to the off-nodal thrusting inefficiency
mentioned earlier. The number of battery cycles varied proportionally with the allowable number of
thrusting days per year while all other outputs remained unchanged.
Firing(s) per day(s) (N). - In this study, the baseline values of firing frequency for arcjet and ion
thrusters are once per week and daily, respectively. This typically leads to values of thrusting time of
about 1 hr and battery depth of discharge values of 0.3 to 0.6. However, under certain spacecraft
and/or thruster operating conditions, thrusting times may be less than half or more than double this
value. When these events occur, the firing frequency may be, respectively, lowered or raised accord-
ingly to optimize the thrusting time per firing without exceeding some desired maximum battery depth
of discharge. The battery depth of discharge was found to vary inversely with the firing frequency.
The mass in GTO and mass benefits were unaffected by changes in firing frequency.
Apogee engine specific impulse (ISPAI). - A new class of storable bipropellant engines for
spacecraft propulsion have demonstrated performance levels which are significantly greater than SOA
(ref. 23). One technology enabling the improvements is the use of oxidation resistant materials. An
iridium-lined rhenium combustion chamber is used, without conventional film cooling, to produce an
engine which operates with margin at increased temperatures and in a radiation cooled mode. The fuel
coolant film is forced to leave the wall and burn, thereby improving combustion efficiency. The spe-
cific impulses expected with NTO oxidizer and MMH or anhydrous hydrazine (N2H 4) fuels, respec-
tively, are 321 s (ref. 23) and 326 s.
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TheEPSmassmodelwasusedto evaluatethe impact of variations in apogee engine specific
impulse. Figure 7 presents the mass in GTO as functions of apogee engine specific impulse. As the
apogee engine specific impulse is increased from 311 to 325 s, mass in GTO decreases linearly about
100 kg. This reduction of GTO mass is in agreement with that predicted in reference 23 for a
t450 kg Intelsat VII spacecraft. The mass benefit of using EPS remains nearly constant, as expected,
because all missions benefit from increased apogee engine specific impulse. A default value of 321 s
for apogee engine specific impulse is selected for future cases using MMH and NTO propellant.
NSSK specific impulse (ISPSKC). - The bipropellant engine advances described above have also
been demonstrated with lower thrust, attitude control and stationkeeping engines in steady-state and
pulsed mode operation (ref. 23). A stationkeeping engine specific impulse of 310 s is expected
(ref. 23).
The impact of a variation in NSSK specific impulse was examined with the EPS mass model.
Figure 8 shows that the GTO mass decreases linearly by about ! 10 kg as the NSSK specific impulse is
increased from 285 to 320 s. Because the specific impulses of the EPS are not varied, the EPS GTO
mass values do not change. Thus, the mass benefits also decrease about 110 kg for the NSSK specific
impulse range shown. A default value of 310 or 315 s for NSSK specific impulse is assumed for
future cases using either MMH or hydrazine, respectively, and NTO propellants.
Arc.jet propulsion systems. - The five arcjet operating points of table III are used as inputs to the
mass model. A 15 year mission with an ETR launch of a 1500 kg dry spacecraft is assumed. A
battery energy rating of 7.2 kW-hr is chosen. In general, the spacecraft mass in GTO decreases, as
expected, with increases in arcjet specific impulse as shown in figure 9 and table XI. The estimated
low power datum point at 510 s shows the benefit of advanced technology over that which has been
demonstrated at 375 and 530 s. The 2.0 kW points at 550 and 600 s are demonstrated and extrapola-
ted, respectively, and yield increased mass benefits compared to the chemical NSSK case. However,
the required thruster lifetime, which is only 723 hr at the 550 s point, has not yet been demonstrated at
these higher power conditions (ref. 24). Present and future technology levels yield mass benefits of
about 100 and 150 kg, respectively, for this mission.
The major advantages of EPS using arcjets over those using ion thrusters are the simplicity and
relatively low mass of arcjet systems and their high thrust to power ratio. The arcjet EPS system
mass, as shown in table XI, varies from about 72 kg for the low power-510 s case to about 100 kg for
the high power-high specific impulse points. Most of the increase is due to increases in power pro-
cessor and thermal control masses as thruster power is increased. For this reason, the low power high-
specific impulse case yields a 23 kg greater mass benefit than that for the high power-550 s point. A
specific impulse of 600 s at high power is required to gain a 22 kg mass benefit advantage over the
low power-510 s case, At 600 s, the NSSK propellant savings more than offsets the increased EPS
mass.
Table XI also shows that for the SOA arcjet design point (530 s, 1.62 kW) the thrusting time per
firing is about 1.1 hr, at a frequency of once per week and with a maximum battery depth of discharge
of about 0.56. A duty cycle of one firing every four days would reduce the depth of discharge to 0.32
if the higher value were a concern.
When the spacecraft bipropellant fuel is anhydrous hydrazine, the same as that used in the arcjet,
the propellant distribution mass is set equal to zero because it is assumed that the existing propellant
distribution for the chemical thrusters would be adequate. In this case, the propellant required for the
all chemical portion is reduced and the mass in GTO decreases by 46 kg. With EPS, the 4 kg
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decreasein the propellant distribution mass grows to a 6.6 kg decrease in EPS mass and coupled with
reduced apogee injection propellant, to a 45 kg decrease in GTO mass such that the mass benefit does
not change. Thus, the impact on the mass benefit may be small, but the mass in GTO will decrease
even with spacecraft parameters different from those assumed here.
As mentioned earlier, the EPS model assumes the use of two-axis gimbals and a gimbal mass
equal to 34 percent of the thruster mass. With lightweight arcjets, this only amounts to about 5 kg of
GTO mass for the case of table XI. The arcjet system of reference 45 does not use gimbals, therefore,
the gimbal mass fraction is set to zero for future arcjet cases.
Ion thruster propulsion systems. - The five demonstrated *derated" ion thruster operating points of
table VII were utilized as mass model inputs. The results are shown in figure 10 and table XII. The
baseline mission is an ETR launch of a 1640 kg dry mass spacecraft with 6.0 kW-hr of battery energy
and a 15 year on-orbit requirement. Figure 10 shows that the mass in GTO with ion EPS is relatively
insensitive to ion thruster specific impulse. Consequently, mass benefit values realized are about
290 kg or 2.6 times that of the SOA arcjet operating on the same spacecraft. Table XII summarizes
the pertinent mass model outputs for the derated thruster and those for the IPS of reference 18 and
table X. With the smaller, lower powered IPS, the EPS mass is 153 kg while those with the derated
thruster vary with specific impulse by no more than 13 kg from an average value of 220 kg. As the
ion thruster specific impulse increases for the derated thruster, the power processor mass also increases
to nearly offset the NSSK propellant reduction. The 70 kg difference in EPS mass with the IPS or
derated thrusters is compounded to a 140 kg difference in GTO mass and mass benefit. But, as
explained in reference 17, the smaller thrusters may have significant lifetime issues.
Table XII also shows that the SOA derated thruster is required to operate for less than half the
time of the IPS thruster and also has a smaller maximum battery depth of discharge. With the excep-
tion of the 25 cm diameter XIPS thruster, all of the low power thrusters listed in table V give total
thrusting times comparable to or greater than that shown for IPS. They are also expected to have sim-
ilar lifetime issues and would require very long qualification test times (ref. 17). The derated thruster
also provides the option of firing once every other day if a battery depth of discharge of 0.66 is
allowed. In addition, if the higher powered derated thrusters are used on lighter more powerful space-
craft (like that of table XI), thruster lifetimes of less than 2500 hr would be required with a battery
depth of discharge about 0.5 and a thruster firing frequency of every other day. These conditions
would reduce ion thruster qualification test times to about 7 months.
Derated thruster mass (MTH). - The sensitivity of mass model outputs to the derated thruster mass
was examined for the mission of table XII. Figure 11 shows that if the thruster mass were decreased
from its present value of 10.7 to 5 kg, the spacecraft mass in GTO would decrease by nearly 100 kg.
This mass reduction factor of more than 17 occurs because there are four thrusters with gimbals which
are assumed to be 34 percent of the thruster mass. This reduced hardware mass translates into mass
reductions for structure, contingency, and propellant for all functions. Reference 17 describes how the
derated thruster mass will probably be reduced to 7 kg; therefore, a thruster mass of 7 kg is used for
future cases.
Figure I 1 also shows the effect of reducing the gimbal mass fraction to zero with a thruster mass
of 7 kg. If gimbals are not used and the thrust vectors from each thruster are neither equal nor
through the spacecraft center of mass, then a disturbance force will exist. This unwanted action must
be corrected by other auxiliary propulsion systems, requiring additional propellant from lower specific
impulse engines. Based on the fact that neither of the two-axis gimbal systems on the Space Electric
Rocket Test II (SERT II) spacecraft were required for thrust misalignment corrections (ref. 31), we
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believethation enginethrustvectoralignmentcanbemadewithsufficientaccuracyto takeadvantage
of the30kg savings.However,thatwill requiredetaileddesignanalyseswhicharebeyondthescope
of thisstudy. Reference18selectedsingleaxisgimballingcombinedwith thrustthrottlingasone
possiblesolution.
Power processor specific mass (ALPPU). - Because of the ion thruster power processor's relative
complexity, its SOA specific mass is about four times that of the arcjet's. For the baseline ion mis-
sion, the mass benefit increases about 14 kg for every I kg/kW decrease in power processor specific
mass. The reasons fo, this strong sensitivity are the same as those for thruster mass. The sensitivities
of mass benefits to power processor efficiency and thermal control specific mass were found to be
small. Therefore, efforts to reduce the number of power supply outputs and to simplify thruster
control, as demonstrated in reference 17, should reap substantial mass benefits.
Advanced technologies combined. - The combined effects of chemical and electric propulsion
technological advances on the spacecraft mass in GTO and the mass benefit of using EPS are shown
in figure 12 and partially in table XIII. A 1500 kg spacecraft with 7.2 kW-hr of battery storage is
launched from ETR to GEO for a 15 year mission. The specific impulse values for apogee injection
and attitude control-stationkeeping functions are increased fiom SOA values of 311 and 285 s, respec-
tively, to 321 and 310 s by incorporating the hot rocket technology of reference 23. The mass in GTO
decreases significantly by about 143 kg and nearly enables the use of a smaller launch vehicle. Then,
anhydrous hydrazine replaces the monomethyl-hydrazine for another 5 s increase in specific impulse
and 46 kg decrease in GTO mass to a value below the capability limit of an Atlas IIAS. This
becomes the baseline case for the addition of EPS. First, low power (0.62 kW) and high power
(2.0 kW) arcjets without gimbals and a propellant distribution penalty are assumed for EPS. This
yields additional GTO mass reductions of as much as 154 kg which provides margin for the move to
the Atlas IIAS launch vehicle. Next, a 7 kg derated xenon ion thruster is employed without gimbals
and with power processor simplifications which reduce the specific masses by an estimated 2 kg/kW
fi'om those shown in figure 3. The resulting GTO mass redttction, from that of the advanced chemical
case, for any ion thruster operating condition is more than 320 kg as shown in table XIII. While the
changes in mass benefits with specific impulse are small for ion thruster systems, the total thrusting
time decreases from 6700 hr for low powered ion thruster to 2320 hr for the 2 kW operating point
which should ease qualification test time requirements to tractable values.
The maximum mass benefit of combining all of these technology advances is about 530 kg. This
may have a launch cost value of about $16M or permit the use of an Atlas IIAS with 370 kg margin
for payload growth.
CONCLUSIONS
A model was developed and exercised to allow comparisons between the wet masses of three-axis
stabilized communications satellites, delivered to a geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO), which utilize
chemical or electric propulsion systems to provide north-south stationkeeping. The model consists of a
set of simple equations which starts with the dry spacecraft mass, adds the mass of the electric propul-
sion system, and then calculates the propellant required for on-orbit operations and apogee injection
for each propulsion system. The model is extremely flexible because the user can easily vary any or
all of four mission and spacecraft parameters, six chemical propulsion parameters, and twenty-three
electric propt:lsion parameters for either hydrazine arcjets or xenon ion thrusters. The results obtained
with _th¢ mode! agree reasonably well with those presented for a detailed point design.
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The model input parameters were varied and it was shown that the benefits of using EPS increase
linearly with spacecraft mass and mission duration. For a growth version of an Intelsat VII size
(1640 kg) spacecraft launched from the Eastern Test Range (ETR) with a mission duration of 15 years
and SOA chemical and arcjet electric propulsion systems, the mass benefit of using the 530 s specific
impulse arcjet is about 210 kg. For the same mission, the mass benefit for a 30 cm diameter derated
ion thruster propulsion system operated at a specific impulse of nearly 2500 s is about 390 kg.
Advances in low thrust chemical rocket technology, such as hot rockets which use iridium-lined
rhenium combustion chambers and allow increases in the apogee and on-orbit engine specific impulse
values, should lead to a 143 kg reduction in spacecraft wet mass placed in GTO. Nearly half of the
reduction would be due to reduced apogee propellant which applies to all missions and does not signi-
ficantly affect the mass benefit of using EPS. Reductions in stationkeeping propellant reduce the mass
in GTO and the mass benefits of using EPS. The use of anhydrous hydrazine instead of monomethyl-
hydrazine (MMH) fuel may allow an additional reduction in propellant mass of about 46 kg.
Advances from SOA hydrazine arcjet operating conditions (530 s and 1.62 kW), such as to 510 s
specific impulse at a thruster power of 0.62 kW or to 600 s specific impulse at a thruster power of
2 kW, would be expected to increase the mass benefits of using arcjets. For a 15 year spacecraft, with
a dry mass of 1500 kg and advanced hot rocket chemical propulsion with MMH, these mass benefit
increases would be 26 and 48 kg, respectively, above the 102 kg benefit obtained with the SOA arcjet.
For the other EPS, a 30 cm diameter derated ion thruster has been selected over smaller thrusters
because it greatly mitigates all known ion thruster life-limiting mechanisms. For a 15 year spacecraft
with a dry mass of 1640 kg and advanced chemical propulsion, the mass benefits of using this thruster
are about 300 kg. The mass in GTO and the mass benefits of using ion EPS were nearly unchanged
by variations in the ion thruster specific impulse from 2300 to 3000 s. However, the total thrusting
time decreased, with increasing specific impulse, from 7500 to 2600 hr. The 220 kg mass of the
derated xenon ion thruster propulsion system, which is more than double that of the arcjet system, was
found to benefit greatly from proposed thruster mass reductions. The mass in GTO decreases 17 kg
per kilogram of thruster mass reduction. With power processor simplifications and the elimination of
thruster gimbals, a total propulsion system mass reduction of about 60 kg could be expected. This
would be compounded through structure, contingency and propellant to yield a GTO mass reduction of
about 120 kg.
Combining all of these spacecraft propulsion technology advances for chemical and electric
thrusters allows GTO mass reductions of nearly 530 kg for a SOA Intelsat VII size spacecraft with a
15 year mission launched from ETR. The launch cost savings for the mass benefit could be about
$16M, or the mass benefit could be used to move a larger spacecraft onto a smaller launch vehicle.
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APPENDIXA
To calculatetheseparationmassat GTOfor anall chemicalsystem,thefollowingstepsaretaken.
First,a dryspacecraftmass(MSC)is selected.Then,thenon-NSSKon-orbitpropellantmass(MPOC)
isestimatedby:
MPOC -___Msc[MPOF + MPov (r)]
1640
(AI)
where MPOF and MPOV, respectively, are fixed and time dependent components.
The sum of the dry spacecraft mass and the non-NSSK propellant mass is conservatively used as
the final mass in the rocket equation to calculate the mass of the chemical NSSK propellant (MPSKC),
including reserve propellant as:
F [ ] ]MPSKC = (MSC + MPOC) _e l'_l_e_Acc_j - I ( I+PRFC).
(A2)
The initial mass (MGEOC) in geosynchronous orbit (GEO) is the sum of the dry spacecraft mass,
the non-NSSK propellant mass, and the chemical NSSK propellant mass. This sum is also the final
mass at the end of the apogee injection maneuver. It is used in the rocket equation to estimate the
apogee injection propellant mass (MPAIC), including reserve, from:
1-[ °vA, 1 ]MPAIC = MGEOC [e L_lsv'_tj_Acc_q-1 (I+PRFA/).
(A3)
The separation mass at GTO (MGTOC) then becomes the sum of the initial mass in GEO and
the apogee injection propellant and is the reference mass against which spacecraft using EPS are
compared.
For the case where an EPS is utilized, the dry mass of the electric propulsion system (MEPD) is
estimated as the sum of the component masses which includes thrusters, gimbals, power processors, an
EPS controller and housekeeping power supplies, wiring, thermal control, propellant tankage, structure,
and contingency. The propellant tankage mass (MPTK) varies with NSSK propellant mass (MPSK)
for which a value is assumed at this time. (Later, values for the NSSK propellant mass and an effec-
tive specific impulse are iteratlvely computed and used to give final propellant tankage and dry electric
propulsion system masses.) The initial value of specific impulse used is that of the EP thruster
reduced by the cosine of the thruster cant angle with respect to the NS axis of the spacecraft. Next,
the EPS mass is added to dry spacecraft mass to obtain a dry spacecraft mass with EPS. Using this
mass, the non-NSSK propellant (MPO) is calculated (as in eq. A 1) as a function of the mission
duration (Y). Then, non-NSSK propellant mass is added to the dry spacecraft mass with EPS and the
sum is used in the rocket equation (as in eq. A2) to calculate the NSSK propellant mass and give an
initial mass (MGEO) at synchronous altitude. The electric propulsion thrusting time per firing
(17"IME) is then calculated from:
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TTIME = __ sm
It
(It)(MGEO)(DVNS)
172800 (TTH) (COS It(PHI ) )(D)(N)
180
(A4)
Typical thrusting times for an EPS are I tO 3 hr or more which result in an off-node thrusting
inefficiency which increases with thrusting time (ref. 4). The consequence of this inefficiency is to
reduce the specific impulse of the EP thruster. If this new value of effective specific impulse
(ISPSKE) is more than 1 s smaller than the initial value used to calculate the NSSK propellant mass,
then a new EPS mass and subsequent parameters are computed and compared. When the effective
specific impulse changes become insignificant, the initial mass at GEO is used in the rocket equation
to calculate (as in eq. A3) an apogee injection propellant mass with EPS which is added to the initial
mass at GEO to give a separation mass at GTO for the EPS case (MGTOEP). The mass benefit of
using an EPS is the difference between the initial masses at GTO for the chemical case and the EPS
case. The GEO mass of the spacecraft with EPS' and the mass benefit of using EPS are felt to be
conservative because only chemical NSSK propellant is replaced by the EPS. No allowance is made
for any chemical propulsion hardware which may not be used. The program then calculates some
additional EPS parameters such as the total thrusting time, EPS power per firing, the number of
battery cycles and the maximum battery depth of discharge.
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ACCG
ALPPU
ALTC
BACYC
D
DVAI
DVNS
ETAIFM
ETAPPU
ETR
EPS
GEO
GMF
GTO
IES
IFMSF
IPS
ISPAI
ISPSK
ISPSKC
ISPSKE
ISPTH
KWHR
MAXDOD
MBEN
MCAB
MCABT
MCF
MCON
MEPAD
MEPD
MGEO
APPENDIX B
acceleration due to gravity, 9.8066 m/s 2
power processor specific mass, kg/kW
thermal control specific mass, kg/kW
number of battery discharge cycles by EPS
number of firing days per year allowed for EPS
apogee injection delta-v, m/s
annual NSSK delta-v, 46 m/s/yr
interface module power efficiency
power processor power efficiency
eastern test range
electric propulsion system
geosynchronous Eaah orbit
gimbal mass fraction
geosynchronous transfer orbit
ion engine system
interface module structure fraction
ion propulsion system
apogee injection engine specific impulse, s
PHI corrected, thruster specific impulse, s
chemical propulsion NSSK specific impulse, s
effective EPS specific impulse, s
electric thruster specific impulse, s
spacecraft battery energy rating kW-hr
maximum battery depth of discharge
mass benefit in GTO of using EPS, kg
mass of individual thruster wiring to a power processor, kg
total mass of all MCAB, kg
contingency mass fraction
contingency mass, kg
additional spacecraft mass required for EPS use, kg
electric propulsion system dry mass, kg
spacecraft mass with EPS delivered to GEO, kg
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MGEOC
MGTO
MGTOC
MGTOEP
MIFM
MIFS
MMH
MPAI
MPAIC
MPD
MPM
MPO
MPOC
MPOF
MPOV
MPPT
MPSK
MPSKC
MPTK
MSC
MSCEP
MTC
MTH
MTMS
MTGT
N,n
NFW
NSSK
NTO
PEPS
PHI
PI
PIFM
PRF
spacecraft mass with chemical propulsion delivered to GEO, kg
spacecraft mass delivered to GTO, kg
spacecraft mass with chemical propulsion delivered to GTO, kg
spacecraft mass with EPS delivered to GTO, kg
EPS controller and housekeeping power supply mass, kg
interface module structure mass, kg
monomethyl-hydrazine fuel
apogee injection propellant mass for EPS NSSK cases, kg
apogee injection propellant mass for chemical NSSK cases, kg
EPS propellant distribution mass, kg
EPS propulsion module mass, kg
on-orbit propellant mass for non-NSSK, EPS cases, kg
on-orbit propellant mass for non-NSSK, chemical cases, kg
fixed portion of MPO and MPOC, kg
annual rate for variable portion of MPO and MPOC, kg/yr
total power processor mass, kg
EPS NSSK propellant mass, kg
chemical propulsion NSSK propellant mass, kg
EPS propellant tank mass, kg
baseline spacecraft dry mass, excluding MEPS, kg
spacecraft dry mass with EPS, kg
thermal control mass for EPS, kg
EPS NSSK thruster mass, kg
thrust module structure mass, kg
total thruster and gimbal mass, kg
number of firing(s) per day(s) N = 2, 1, 1/2, 1/3 . ..
number of firings per week
north-south stationkeeping
nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer
total power required for EPS NSSK maneuver, kW
EPS thruster cant angle, deg
the constant 3.1415927
EPS controller and housekeeping power, kW
EPS NSSK propellant reserve fraction
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PRFAI
PRFC
PTF
PTH
RITA
TMSF
TOTIME
TrI-I
TFIME
VALSK
Y
apogee injection propellant reserve fraction
chemical NSSK propellant reserve fraction
EPS propellant tankage fraction
EPS individual thruster input power, kW
Radiofrequency Ion Thruster Assembly
thrust module structure fraction
total EPS thruster thrusting time, hr
EPS individual thruster thrust, N
EPS thrusting time per firing, hr
argument of the sin -1 function in TTIME calculation
on-orbit mission duration, years
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APPENDIX C
" Clev@l._n,d State IJl_versity
May __S., 1'_c_I
'DECLARE 'gUB ,.defaLtlt [ indexl _, index.._, OefltFileNe, me$ headS, s.. _.num%)
DECLARE SUB FirstToLmst (NumOfPar.ams.'_, NumOfScreens%, S,:reenNum%, f±r'st_, t_s_)
DECLARE _UB header (headS)
DECLARE SUB LoadData ()
DECLARE SUB scroll (n_)
DIM LAUNCHSITE AS _TRING
O£M SHARED d±spL_y(_O) AS "$TRING
DIM SHARED PARAM(_O)
CONST R( = G.l&lS'927#
CONST ACCG = 9.SO_,
I<E'{ 15, CHR$(O) + CHR$(1) 'This series of statements tra_s for" _,_,e
KEY 16, CHR$(32) + CHR$(1) 'E-.c Key ar, ywhere in the program. Ij_,,:,T-_
KEY !7,-CHRSt_a) + CHR$(1) 'pre_'sir_._ P.his l<er Lhe _rogram wiJ. i em,u.
,qN 1<EY(15) GOSIJB GetOuttaHere
,}N KE'F(I_.) GOSI_IB GetO,._tt_HeP,e
ON KEY(17) GOSUB GetOuttaHere
XEY ( £ 5 ) ON
KEY(16) ON
;-.EF (iT) ON
ON ERROR GOTO ErmorHan,dler
' MAIN PROGRAM
CL5
CALL LoadD.=. t a
TP, r*Ls#.ype$ = '" £on Thrustem"
Pmp2mttype$ = " Xenor_"
LAUNCHSITE = "Eastern _.est range"
DVAI = PARAM(1)
OVNS = PARAM(2)
Y = PARAM(3)
_SC = PARAM(&)
KWHR = PARAM(5)
[SPA[ = PARAM[6)
PRFA1 = PARAM(7)
ISPSF:C = PARAM(8]
PRFC = PARAM(9)
MPOF = PARAM(IO)
MPOV = PARAM[il)
£SPTH = PARAM(12 + z'_)
PTH = PARAM(13 + z_)
TTH = PARAM(la + Z_)
PHI = PARAM(i5 + Z_)
MPSK ='PARAM(16 + Z_)
-PT_ = PARAM(i7-+-Z_)--
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PRF = PARAM(18 ÷ Z%
D = PARAM(IQ _ z%)
n = PARAM(.20 + Z%)
MTH = PARAM(21 + Z_)
GMF = PARAM(22 + Z_)
MPD = PARAMC23 + z_)
TM'_F = PARAM(2_ + Z'_)
ALPPU = PARAM(25 + z%)
ETARPU = PARAM(2_ + ZN)
MIFM = PARAM(27 ÷ z_}
PZFM = PARAM(2_ + z_)
ETAIFM = PARAM[29 + z_)
MCA_ = PARAM(30 + z_)
ALTC = PARAM(31 + Z% _
[FMSF = PARAS(,52 _ Z%)
MEPAD = F'ARAMt_3 + z_)
DE,
:DO
cts
LOCATE IO, 15; COLOR 1,i: PRTNT
LOCATE !i, 15: COLOR i_- PRINT " (__) : : COLOR ?: PRINT
LOCATE 12, 15: COLOR 1,1: PRINT (.3_ ; : :DL,:;R 7: PR[NT
LOCATE 13, 15: COLOR 1_: PRINT " <Esc:'."; : COLOR 7: PRINX
DO
rnenu$ = INKEY'I
LOOP WHELE menus = ....
(i? _ ; : COLOR 7: PIRiNT View Of Charl:__e :_ L _ r_L _:__
Vi _.' Or Chal'_}-_ Fr":,,_'j '_'E.
E,,, i t "
SELECT CASE menu_
CASE I' I ''
l_ead$ = 'M,:_'_]:OI9 AINO SPACECRAFT PARAMETER:{"
CALL header' Lhead$ )
LOCATE IO, tO, O
PRINT "Please enter the lau_r,.:P, _si_._-: "
,:OLOR i&: LOCATE 12, 15:" PRINT I': : ('OLOR 7: PRINT _ Ea_ter-n te:_: cac:.;e'
COLOR 1E: LOCATE 13, 15: PRINT "2" ; : COL'.'IIR ?': PRINT "" ) Pour'o's,"
OO
l.::eys_:; = VALIINKEY$)
LOOP WHILE kews_ <) 1 AND keys% <." ":...:
IF l<eys"_ = l THEN
LAUNCHSITE = " Esster'n t.est P_l_9 _- '"
ELSE
LAUNCH_.[TE .= "KoL_rou"
END IF
i_dexl'% = L
index2% = 5,
DefltFileName$ = I'missiom.de_"
CALL default(imdexl%, inde×2_, DefltFileName$, headS, I)
OVAI = PARAM[1)
DVNS = PARAM(2)
Y = PARAM(3)
MSC : PARAM(a)
KWHR = PARAM[5)
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CASE "2'"
:nae_ L% = _,
index2_ = -
'D._f. _,-£__'-' J.eName$ = "_r-c, palmO._, def'
hemd_ = "PROPULSION PARAMETERS {Ap,:,,_ee Engir_e;'
':,,ALL ,.lefau/t [Indexi"_, index24;. DefLtFiieNameS, head_. ":
I SPAI = PARAPI(%.)
PRFA[ = P,%RAM{7)
irbdexl% =
in,dex2_ = l£
DefltFileName$ = "DroDcheff_.def"
b,e_{a$ = 'P_OPULSION PARAMETERS (hi_.SF Chemical En,;ine_"
CALL default(indexl%, inde. x2%, Defit:ileName$. r,e_d$, 3
Z_?SI':C = PARAM(S)
PRFC = PARAM(9)
MPOF = PA_AM(IO!
MPOV = PARAMtil)
'2 L '5
:heads "l'4___K -'_-_" " .__
CALL meader' f. head$)
LOCATE I0. 1'3
F:F,!NT 'Plea.z.e enter the t;.._e of e/e,z_r'ic .oPom, ui:ii.:,n:"
LOCATE 12, 15: C,:LOR 14: PRIf'JT
LOC,'-%TE I -., l'5 : COLOR l& : PR I_';T
D(
<eys% : ..A!_: [FII'EF_'
L,-_,DF WHILE ke;,_'-._'t : ) l AN,.-, _ e : .
"F :, e:, =:t_ = 1 THEhi
DefitFil_f,4ame_ = "i,:,r_thr'_:. -j-f'
;_ e _ _J "_ = rl [ON THRJSTER PARAMETER:5"
irldexl% = 12
._o.ind,e_,_ . = 34.
(.'ALL default ( index !%, it, de x '2_i, 'zlez" i iF i ier,lal_e _ , _,,. ..... "4's , '_ )
Tb, r'ts. type$ = "Ior, ThrusteP"
Pr;z, lrntty,oe$ = "XenoP,"
ELgE
'DefltF//eName$ :: "ar-cjet.,_fief"
heads = "ARC JET PARAMETER$"
indexl_ = .55
ir, dex2_ = E";
,gALL ___feu/t(indexl%, index2%, OefltFileName$, headS, 4)
Thrtstype$ = "Arc jet"
PPplnttyDe$ = "Hydrazine"
z_ = 25
END I F
ISPTH = PARAM(I o + z_)
PTH = PARAM(13 + z_)
TTH = PARAM(I& + Z%)
PHI = PARAM(15 + _._,)
MPSK = PARAM(I_ + z_)
PTF = PARAM(17 + z_)
PRF = PARAM(I8 + z%)
O = PARAM(19 + z_)
r_ = PARAM(20 + _-_;)
MTH = PARAM(21 + z_)
GMF = PARAM(22 +z_) ....
i" : : C.!-'L':_R 7:': PR!hIT " ) I,:,n Tn:-'u!:te-'
2' • : COLOR -': PR:NT " " At.:."'_-'. '
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MPD = PARAM_23 ÷ Z:_)
TMSF = PARAM(2C + Z%)
ALPPU = PARAM(25 + Z_)
ETAPPU = PARAM(26 + z%)
MIFM = FARAM(27 + z_)
P!FM = PARAM(2_ + z_]
ETA[FM = PARAM(29 + zB_
MCAE = PARAM(30 + z_)
ALTC = PARAM(31 + z_)
IFMSF = PARAM(32 + z_)
MEPAD = PARAM(33 + Z'_ 1
MCF = PARAM(.3a + z_)
CASE ELSE
END _,ELECT
LOOF WHILE rner_.J$ () '3"
CALCULATIONS
T - Chemical N_
i
VlPOC = ( MPOF + IMPI)V * 'F } k ( i_l._C / l_.&13 )
MPSKC = (MSC + MPOC) ': (.EXP( DVN_ ": 'f) / K!gPSKC _: ACCG.., - i) " [i + PRF': :
MGEOC = M_C + MPOC + MP'_KC
MPAIC = MGEOC _ (EXP(DVAI / ll;PAZ,'- ACCG)) -1 ': _.1 ÷ PRFAZ.)
MGTOC = MGEOC _ MPAIC
' I! - Electric N_,_,K
:L MTGT = _ _ (l + GMF) _ MTH
2 MTM$ = TMSP * (MTGT ÷ MPD)
MPPT = (a * PTH _ ALPPU) / ETAPFU
4 MCABT = 4 * MCAB
5 MTC = ALTC _ (2 _ PTH _ ((i - ETAPPU_ / ETAPPU) + PIFM _ ((1 - ETAIFM) / _T.&[FM!
6 ISPSK = ISPTH * COS(PHI * [PI / !gO) _
DO
DO
7 MPTK = PTE " MP_K
MPM = MTGT ÷ MFD + MTM$ + MPPT ÷ MIFM ÷ MCABT + MTC + MFTI< m ME_AO
9 MIFS = IFMSF * MPM
lO MCON = MCF * (MeW * MIEn}
II MEPD = MPM + MIPS + MCON
12 MSCEP = MSC + MEPD
13 MPO = (MPOF + MPOV ": Y) :* (MSCEP / IbaO)
OLOMPSK = MFSK
la MP_K = (MSCEP + MF'0J :_ (EXP((DVN$ _ '() / (ISPSK * ACC,$)) - l) * (l + PRE)
LOOP WHILE ABS(MPSK- OLDMPSK) > .OOO1
15 MGEO = M$CEP + MPO + MPSK
16 VALSK = (PI * MGEO * DVNS) / (172_00 _ TTH * COS(.PHI "_ (PI / 1_0)) _ D * n)
17 TTIME = (24 / PI) * ATN(VALSK / (SQR(1 - VALSK * VALSK))}
OLDISPSKE = ISPSKE
1_ ISPSKE = (ISPSK * 2& * SIN((TTIME _ PI) / 24)) / (TTIME * PI)
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LOOP WHILE ABS(ISPSKE - OL[.'ISPSKE) > 1
20 I_IPAZ = ',_C-EO " _=:.':F'DVAI / _ ISFAI * AC,::C-:.! - _) '_ {t + PRE:_!!
21 MGTOEP = MGEO * MPAZ
:!"'-' !_,6EN = MSTOC - MGTOEF
25 NEW = _ ' r',
2_ TC'TIME = TTI:_._- _ ,n " r ' rq
25 BACYC = TOTIPIE / TTIM5
28 FEPS = I..2 _ r PTH ,' ETAPPU] + l:ZFl_ / ETAZFM
27 MAXDOD = (PEPS * TTIME.) / KWHR
OUT.= IJ-,
Prltht ,sut the model im_,uts
,:._ _.;_ r'nLIrn =_ = 1-
D 0
£ELECT C.m-:E ,.:aser,,.iG,'_
C AS,E !
CL_
LOCATE i, l: COLOR iI : FRINT 'MODEL INPUT:::."
COLOR 9: PRINT "l'1, is._iol_ P_rld Sis._.cecraft"; COLOR 7
P_IhlT '£FC!5) ; 'Launchsite = " - LT_IM_ELAI.INCH'_!TE)
FOR i P_ = 1 TO E.
:,L:tc.,Jts$ = LT_I,_5(MID:B_di-p_'/(i°;_, &) 1
PRINT SPC{5) ; outpL_t$$; PARAM(i%)
hJE _(T
,.:C,L,]E !Q: PRINT "Fr,3_-,L_i"-.ic'r, '
COLOR 12- PRINT "A_,c.,gee' : COLOR -"
'.=OR i:_ = _ TO 7
o,atputs$ = LTRIPI$(MIDS(dzsp, lmy(±%.._, 4) J
PRINT SPC[f) ; ,:,_Jt_,ut.=.$; PARAM{ i&)
NEXT
COLOR !3: PRINT "NSSK-CHEPI" - COLOR 7
FOR i_ = 8 TO iI
outputs$ = !_TRIM:_£MID'._(disPI_y(i%!, _.'1 )
PRINT SPC{5) ; out_uts_: F'ARAM.f.i"_)
NE X T
CALL soroll (casenum%"
u" A S E 2
CL_:
COLOR 10: PRINT "Propulsion iraputs continued"
COLOR A: PRINT "NSSK-EP" : COLOR 7
PRINT SPC(5) ; "Thruster Tyg, e : ; LTRlM$(Thrtsty=,e$)
PRINT SPC(5) ; "Propellant Type : '"; LTRiM$(Prp, lnttype$}
FOR i% = 12 + z% TO 25 + ."
outputs$ = LTRlM$(MIO$[disDlay(i,%), 4))
PRINT _PC(5) ; oLItDut_$: PARAM(i_;]
NEXT
(]ALL scroll[casenum_)
CASE
CLS ......
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COLOR &: PRINT "NSSK-EP continued": COLOR
FOR i'_ = 2_ + -"_ TO 3_ + z%
"DutpLItS$ = LTRIM$(MID$i,SisDLaFt ':_}, &.] )
PRINT $PC(5); outputs$; PARAM(i-_)
NEXT
CALL scroll {casenum%
Print out the model outPL_t_.
CASE 4
CL$ : COLOR 11: PRINT "MOOEL OUTPUTS"
COLOR i2: PRINT "Chemical" : COLOR 7
PRINT SPC{5) ; "Other Propellant Ma:_s (K_) = " ; MPOC
PRINT SPC(5) ; "SK Propellamt Mass (kS) ' = ; MFSKC
PRINT SPC(5) ; " Initial Mass at GEO [I.:g) = _ MGEOC
PRINT SPC(5); "Apogee Injectic, n Pro_,ellant Mass .rKg} = "- MPAIC
PRINT _PC[5)_ "'Separation Mass at GTO _.!.._) = "; MGTOC
COLOR 13: PRINT "Electrir-" : COLOR 7
PRINT $PC[5);
PRINT SPC[5);
PRINT SPC[5);
PRINT SPC(5];
PRINT SPC(5);
PRINT SPC(5);
PRINT SPC[.5) ; 'Rrop,Jlsic, n Module Mass (I,:g) = ; MPM
PRINT SPC(5} ; "Interface Module Structure Mass [kg) =
CALL scPoli(ca&enum%)
Total Thr,Jster/Gimbai i'la:_ {!,,_) = "; MTI'_T
Thrust Module 2.tr'ucture Ma_.s [kg) = : MTMI.
T,otal Power Pro,:es:s,:,r Mai:_ _l-.g:, = ": MFi=T
Total Thruster' Cable Ma_s (kg) = ; MCAST
Thermal Control Mass !_,g) = ; MTC
Propellant Tank. Mass (kg) = ; MFTF
; MiP_
CASE 5
CL9
COLOR 13: PRINT "ElectRic oontinued': COLOR 7
PRINT SPC(5); "Contingency Mass (kg) = "; MCON
PRINT SPC(5); "Eleotric Prop,Jlsion Dry Mass (kg) = ; MEPO
PRINT SPC[5); "S_,aceccaft Mass For EP (kg) = ; MSCEP
PRINT _PC(5); "Other Propellant Mas:i (kg) = "; MPO
PRINT SPC(5) ; "NSSK Propellant Mass [kg) = ; MPSk
PRINT SRC(5); "Initial Mass at GEO (6-9) = "; MGEIj
PRINT SPC(5); "Thrusting Time PeP Firing (hr) = ; TTIME
PRINT SPC(5) ; "Effective SK S_ecific Im_,alse (s) = ; I_P_KE
PRINT SPC(5); APogee Injectior_ Promellar_t mass (kg) = "; MPAI
PRINT SPC(5); SeDaratiom Mass at GT0 (!<_) = "; MGTOEP
PRINT SPC(5); Mass Benefit With EP (kg) = ; MBEN
PRINT SPC(5); FiPit_gs Per Week = "; NFW
PRINT SPC(5); Total Thrusting Time [hr) = ; TOTIME
PRINT SPC(5); Number" of Battery Cycles : "; BACYC
PRINT SPC(5) ; Power fop EPS (kw) = "; PEPS
PRINT SPC(S}; Maximum (EOL) Battery C,e_th of Discharge =
CALL scroll(casenum_)
"' ; MAxE,'SC'
CA_E ELSE
END SELECT
LOOP WHILE c.=.senum"; <> 99
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT "Do you want a hardco#y'? (Y/N]"
hsrdcopy$ = ....
DO
harddob_$ = INKEY$
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hardcop×$ = UCASE$(hardoopy$}
LOOP WHILE hardcopy$ (> "Y" AND hardo.._oy$ .') 'N"
IF Iqar.dcopy$ = "Y" THEN
_cimt out the model ir_puts
LPRINT : LPRINT : LPRINT : LPRINT "'MODEL INF'IJT_."
LPRINT .................. • LPP:INT : LR,m,[NT
LPRiNT "Mission and Spacecraft": LPRINT ............................
LPRINT SPCLS] ; 'Launch:site = ; LTRIM_(LAL'NCHSrTE)
FOR i% = 1 TO 5
OLItpLIt_.$ = LTRIM$[MIO:_[display( i% , /_] ]
LPRINT SPC(5) ; outPuts$; PARAM[ i%
:'IEX T
LRRINT : LPRINT "Propulsion" : LPr__r,NT .............
LPRINT "Ar-,c,,gee' : LPRINT ..........
=,:,R i% = _ TO 7
outmL4tS$ = LT_.iM:t:_b:':_i "-. ......
'_,:'._[I'IT -_P_: [ =.:_ ; ,}utDLIt'_ _ ; ,=,'_PAM" [',
NEXT
LP6[NT : LPRINT "NHtSK-CHEM' : LPKZNT .............
FOR i_ = 8 TO 11
out_uts:_ = LTRIM$(MIO${dismiay[i%), &) )
LPRIN7 SPC(5] ; outputs$; PARAM(i%)
NEX T
LPRINT : LPRINT "NSfK-EP": LPRINT .............
LPRINT SPC[5); "Thruster Tyee = ; LTRIM$iTk,rtsty_.e$ _
LPRINT SPC(5) ; "Propeli,_rlt Type : ; LTi{[M${.PPm'nttyoe$]
FOR i% = 12 + z% TO _,4 + z%
oLttptlts$ = LTRIM:_iMIC,$(dic-.pia'/f.i_], AP]
LF'RINT SPC(5) ; outmuts$; PARAM(i%)
N E :-<T
I_PRINT CHR$<27] : LPR[NT CHR$[12]
Print out the model outputs,
LFRINT : LPRINT : LPR[NT : LPRINT "MOOEL OLITPUT'5"
LPRINT .................. " LPRINT : LPRINT
LPRINT "Chemical" : LPRINT ............. : LPRINT
LPRINT SPC(5) ; "Other' Propellant Mass (kg) = " ; MPOC
LPRINT "$K Fromellant Mass [I,.,._) = _ MPSKC
LPRINT SPC(5); "Initial Mass at GEO (k.g] = ; MGEOC.
LPRINT SPC(5] ; "Ar_ogee Injection PromeIiant Mass [i,.._} =
LPRINT "Separation Mass at GTO (k.g) = ; MGTOC
LPRINT : LPRINT "Electric" : LPRINT ............. : LPRINT
LPRINT SPC(5) ; "Total Thruster/Gimbal Mass (kg) = ": MTGT
LPRINT _3PC(=];_, "Thrust Module Structure Mess [l..a_,. = " ; MTMS
LPRINT SPC(5) ; "Total Power Processor Mass [Kg] = " ; M_'PT
LPRINT SPC(5] ; "Total Thruster Cable Mass (Kg) = ; MCAgT
LPRINT SPC(5) ; "Thermal Control Mass (kg] = ; MTC
LPRINT SPC(5) ; "Promell_ant Tank Mass (l<g) = "' ; MPTK
LPRINT SPC(5) ; "ProFulsion Module Mass (kg) = " ; MPM
LPRINT SPC(5]; "Interface Module Structure Mass [kg] = "; MIFS
LPRINT SPC[5]; "Contingency Mass (kg) = ; MOON
LPPINT "Electric Propulsion Dry Mass (kg) = "'; MEPD
L_PRINT SPC(5); "Spacecraft Mass For EP (kg) = ; MSCEP
LPRINT SPC(5] ; "Other Propellant Mass (!<g) = "; MPO
LPRINT "NSSK Prosellant Mass (kg) = "; MPSK
LPRINT SPC(5]; "Initial Mass at GEO (kg] = ; MGEO
LPRINT "Thrusting Time Per Firing (hr) = "_ TTIME
LPRINT "Effective SK Specific Impulse (s] = "; ISPSKE
LPRINT SPC(5] ; "Apogee Injection Propellant Mmss (kg] = " ; MPA]
; MPA i':
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LPRINT "Separation Mass at GTO (kg) = "; MG_ti)EP
LPRINT "Mass Benefit Wit_ EP (kg) = ; MaEN
LPRINT "Firings Per Week = ; NEW
LPRINT "Total Thrusting Time (hr] = ; TOTIME
LPRINT "Number of Battery Cycles I ; 8ACYC
LPRINT "Power for- EPS (kw) = "; PEP_
LPRINT "Maximum (EOL) 8atter'y Depth of Oischarge =
END IF
; MAXCIOD
CLS
DO
LOCATE tO, I0: PRINT "Do you want to run another case ?
goagain$ = INKEY$
_#oagain_ = UCASE$[goagain$)
LOOP UNTIL goagain$ = "Y" OR goagain$ = "N'"
[Y/N] "
LOOP WHILE goagain$ =
END
" V '
GetOuttaHere :
CL$
END
ErrorHandler:
Er-ror'Number_ = ERE
SELECT CASE ErrorNumber-%
CASE "2'3
PRINT Check Printer]"
CASE ELSE
CL$
PRINT "Error Number- = ", ErrorNumber_
END SELECT
PRINT "Press Eso to ,auit or any other key to contin,Je."
DO
£1xed$ = INKEY$
LOOP WHILE fixed$ = ""
IF fixed$ = CHR$(27J THEN END
RESUME
SUB default (indexl_, index2_, DefltFileName$, headS, setnum_)
...... DIMstatemenE_(60)-A$'STRIN6 ..............
This subroutine allows the user to see default parameters for ir_putted
data. The user may use the defaults or override the#, by writir,e over them
when prompted. The subroutine requires the filename containing the default
parameters and the number, of paramters to be read. To change the defaults
the user must chan_e the ASCII file. _ub Default passes the values to the
main program through the array param(). They must be assigned to thier
respective variables in the main.
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NumOrPar-am5'_ = ( imdex2,% - imdexl%) ÷ 1
NumOfScreens-% = INT(NumOfPamams_ / 15) + 1
$cPeenNum_-" = !
,.'ALL FimstToLa3t (NumOfParams'_, NumOf_ereems.%. Screer_Num_6, fir-'_--.t"_, tast%_
loopl% = fir'st_ + indexl_ - l
[oorD2_ = ia'_*-.t_ + [r_dex i_ - l
' **-*"* VARIABLE MENU *****
O0
CL5
CALL headeP [.headS)
count_ = 3
FOR i_-_ = [ooDI_ TO 1,:,op2_
LOCATE count_, 10: PRINT disr-,layli._) ÷ 2;TRS(PARAM(!%.!
count _& = count"_ ÷ I
NEXT i%:
LOCATE 20, i5: COLOR lA: PRINT (1)
LOCATE 21, 15: COLOR i_,: PRINT [2)
LOCATE 22, 15: COLOR l&: PRINT (3)
LOCATE 25, 15: COLOR' l&: PRINT [,;)
DO
menus = INKEY$
LOOP MHILE menus = ""
: : COLOR 7: PRINT Ch_rh._e a '.'a'.,Je'
; : COLOR 7: PRINT "' See _.,.::r-e v:-._'ue-'
; : COLOR Y: PRINT F:e$_.: at L ,.ait.le,_ r.,:
; : COLOR 7: PRINT "' _a,..,e *__ese '.'al,._e:--,'
SELECT CASE memu$
CASE "1"
,p( f'_'_/ LC, CAT__ 21, 1=,: F,=rl,,lr e=.rLOCATE 20, 15: P_INT _ "._,. ; : ,. _._ .tCLI ;
LOCATE 22, 15: PRINT SPC'(<':_";,_. : LOCATE 23, 1=,:. P_.INT SFC_" '._....' :
00
LOCATE 22, _5: PRINT _,FACE$IS)
LOCATE 2 "_ 10
INPUT "Enter" the r_umber of the '/aloe that you uish to ,:han,_e >
LOOP NHILE pn_ < first_ OR pr,_ ) la&t%
equals_ = !NSTR(disDia/(pnZ + inde_l% - II, "="]
IF p_% <= 15 THEN
LineNum% = Dn'% + 2
ELSE
LineNum% = [_n_; MOO 15) + "2
END IF
LOCATE LineNuml;, equai:_ + It, I
DO
keys = [NF EY$
LOOP MHILE keys = ....
IF keys <> CHR$(13) THEN
LOCATE LineNum_, e_uals_ + ll, O: PRINT SPACES(50
LOCATE LineNum'_, e_uals% + 11
COLOR 15
IF VAL[keyS) = 0 AND keys <> "-" THEN
INPUT ...., values
ELSE
PRINT key$_
INPUT ...., values
values = keys + values
END IF
COLOR 7
PARAM(Dn_ + inde×l_ - l) = VAL(value$)
ELSE
- LOCATE 1, 1, 0
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CALL Fir_tToLast(NumOfPar-ams'_, NumOf$creems_, "=,-..r,.,.,_Num.,-_, _" fir -'*_=_ _, last%]
loopl% = first% ÷ indext% - I
[oop'2% = iast_ + i_de×l% - !
CASE "3"
DFNnum_ = FREEFILE
OPEN DefltFileName$ FOR INPUT AS #DFNr,um%
FOR iN = indexl_ TO index2_
INPUT #DFNnum_, statements(i%!
_,aLlals_ = IN'_.TR(statemer_t_I i%), "=" _
NumLength% = LEN(statements(i_)) - e_,Ja!$%
PARAM(i_I = VAL(Rf,SHTSrstatements[ "_, , I-.., NumLength%)1
NEXT i%
CLOSE ffOFNnuni_
CASE ELSE
END 'SELECT
LooP WHILE menij$ <> "4"
E N 0 :5 U B
*_UB Fir-stToLast (Num,3fParmms_, N,.:mOf_.creens_, '_,,2PeenNum_ first%,
IF NumOfScPeen$_ = l THEN
first& = 1
last_ = NumOfParams%
ELSE
SELECT CASE $cPe@nNum',;
CASE NumOfScreen_
fir':st_ = (ScmeenNum% - i) * 15 + I
last_ = NumOfPaPams%
$creenNurrr_ = 1
CASE ELSE
fiP:_t_ = (Screer_Num_ - i) * 15 + 1
last_ = first_ + l&
Scr-eenBlum% = ScreenNum_ + I
END SELECT
END IF
END SIJP,
SUB header- (headS)
HeadLength_ = LEN[head$)
start_ = (gl] - 4213 + HeadLength_)) / 2
CLS : LOCATE 1, 1: COLOR 14, 7: PRINT SPACES(80)
LOCATE 1 stamt_: PRINT "* * * * * ""• , : COLOR &: PRINT headS;
COLOR 14, 7: PRINT * * * * *"" COLOR 7, 0
END SUB
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LX_ L,}a,.TC, a t a
OPEN "mission.clef" FOR INPUT A_. _[
FOR i_ = 1 TO 5
LINE INPUT #1, dzsc. l,_×(i%)
.e,.q,J_=is°_ = INSTR[di$c, lay(i&} , "=" ]
NumLength-% = LEN[.display[i-'-_]) - eauals.&
_ARAM(i_J = VAL(RIGHT$(dis_,iay(i%], NumLer_gth%}]
display[iS] = LEFT$[dis_,lay[i_), e,=uals_)
NEXT
CLOSE #1
,]PEN II prO_O_ I def " FOR INPIJT A5 ffl
FOR i_ = 6 TO 7
LINE INPUT #i, ,Jispta'/(i'_)
equals_ = INSTR[display(i_), "=" _
NumLerTgth"i = LEN(displa,v( i_] ) - e.._u:al:i:_
PARAM[i%] = VAL(RIGHT$(displaY[i-_). NumLen._th_)
•dis_la/[i_] = LEKTStdispl_x_i'_/ ...... .... u-l_o]_ "_
NEXT
CLOSE # 1
,OPEN "pro_)chem.,Jef" FOR INPUT AS #l
FOR i% = g TO 1!
LINE INPL!T if'l, disPlay(i'-')
eauals=6 = INSTR(dis-_imy(i_), "=")
N,JmLength% = LENt,display(i%)) - e,::lUal_:_
PARAMr, i%) = VAL(RIGHTSEdi_Dlay[i'g), Nun',Ler, gth%)
di:splay[i%) = LEFT$[dispiay[i_! , e,:lLiais'_J
NEXT
CLOSE # l
OPEN "ionthrst.def" FOR INPUT AS #l
FOR i% = 12 TO 34
LINE INPUT ffl, display(i%}
equals_ = INSTR(displar(i_J, "=">
NumLength_% = LENt,Jisol_:/(i_]) - eauai_
PARAM[i%) = VAL(RIGHT$[disDIaY[i%), NumLength%)
,_is_1_v[i__. , = LEFTS[display(i%). . e,_,._a '-_)._ o
NEXT
CLOSE #i
OPEN "_rcjet.def" FOR INPUT AS #1
FOR i% = 35 TO 57
LINE INPUT #I, dis_lay[i_)
equals% = INSTR(display[i_), "=")
NumLength% = LEN[display(i_)) - eaual_
PARAM(i%) = VAL(RIGHT$(displmy(i_), NumLength%)) "
display[i%) = LEFT$(display(i_], e,_umls_)
NEXT
CLOSE #i
END SUB
SUB scroll [n_)
LOCATE 23, 15: COLOR 14
PRINT "<P> Previous" (N> Next (O> Quit": COLOR 7
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DO
'_,-=it$ = INKEY$
_,mit$ = UCASE$(w_it$)
LOOP UNTIL ,_ait$ = "P' OR waits = "Q" 9R _a_it_ = "N"
SELECT CASE waits
CASE "N"
IF n% = 5 THEN
n%4 = 5
ELSE
n_ = n'L_ + 1.
END IF
CA:_.E ' F"
IF rl_. = 1 THEN ,
n_ = 1
ELSE
n&; = rl_ - !
END IF
CASE " Q"
r",_ = 99
_,"-_..CTENO "-- ' _
END SUE,
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TABLE I. - MISSION AND SPACECRAFT
PARAMETER DEFAULT VALUES
Launch Site
Apogee injection delta-v, m/s
Annual NSSK delta-v, m/s/yr
Mission duration, yr
Dry spacecraft mass, kg
Battery energy rating, kW-hr
ETR KOUROU
1785 1514
46
15
1640
6.0
TABLE II. - CHEMICAL PROPULSION PARAMEI]_R
Propellant
DEFAULT VALUES
I
MMH + NTO
Apogee Injection:
Specific impulse, s
Propellant reserve fraction
NSSK:
Specific impulse, s
i. Propellant reserve fraction
Non-NSSK Propellant Mass a
SOA Advanced
311 32!
0.042 0.042
285 310
0.042 0.042
N2H4 + t,rro
Advanced
326
0.042
315
0.042
Time-independent 30 kg
Variable 4 kg/yr
aNormalized to a spacecraft dry mass of 1640 kg.
TABLE IH. - HYDRAZINE ARC JET OPERATING POINTS
Thruster
specific
impulse,
S
375
510
53O (SOA)
550
600
Thruster
input power,
kW
0.62
0.62
1.62
2.0
2.0
Thruster
thrust,
N
0.130
.097
.225
.270
.235
Reference
8
25
7
24
25
34
TABLE IV. - HYDRAZINE ARCJET PROPULSION SYSTEM PARAMETER
DEFAULT VALUES
Parameter Default Reference
value
Cant angle, deg
Initial propellant mass, kg
Propellant tankage fraction
Propellant reserve fraction
Allowable firing days iper year, days
Firing frequency, day-
Thruster mass, kg
Gimbal mass fraction
Propellant distribution mass, kg
Thrust module structure fraction
Power processor specific mass, kg/kW
Power processor efficiency
Controller and housekeeping power supply mass, kg
Controller and housekeeping power supply power, kW
Controller and housekeeping power supply efficiency
Thruster wiring, kg
Thermal control specific mass, kg/kW
Interface module structure fraction
Mass added for EPS, kg
Contingency mass fraction
17
250
0.07
0.06
365
i/7
1.0
0.34
4.0
0.31
2.33
0.9
2.2
0.05
0.9
0.8
31
0.04
10
0.20
18
7
26
7
27
7
7
26
26
26
7
26
26
18
18
TABLE V. - NOMINAL OPERATING POINTS OF XENON ION
THRUSTERS PROPOSED FOR NSSK
Thruster name,
diameter,
cm
DERATED 30
Thruster
specific
impulse,
S
2467
Thruster
power,
kW
1.055
Thruster
thrust,
N
0.050
Reference
17
XIPS 25
XIPS 13
2800
2720
1.336
0.427
.064
.018
12, 32
34
IES, IPS 12 2906 0.61 .023 13, 18
RIT 10 3060 0.62 .015 14
UK 10 3486 0.64 .025 15
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TABLE VIII. - EXAMPLE OF EPS MASS MODEL INPUT AND OUTPUT VALUES
Model inputs Model outputs
Mission and spacecraft
Launchsite ---eastern test range
Apogee injection (m/s) = 1785
Annual nssk (m/s) = 46
Years on orbit (yrs) = 15
Spacecraft dry mass (kg) = 1640
Batter)" energy rating (kW-hr) = 6
Propulsion
Apogee
Specific impulse (s) = 321
Propellant reserve fraction ---0.042
NSSK-CHEM
Thruster specific impulse (s) = 310
Propellant reserve fraction = 0.042
Annual other-propellant rate (kg/yr) = 4
NSSK-EP
Thruster type = ion thruster
Propellant type - xenon
Thruster specific impulse (s) = 2467
Thruster power (kW) = 1.055
Thruster thrust (n) = 0.05
Thruster cant angle (deg) = 30
Initial nssk propellant mass (kg) = 50
Propellant tankage fraction = 0.2
Propellant reserve fraction = 0.06
Thrusting days/year (days) = 365
Firing(s)/day(s) (no.May) *" 1
Thruster mass (kg) = 10.7
Gimbal mass fraction = 0.34
Propellant distribution mass (kg) = 7.3
Thrust module structure mass fraction = 0.31
Power processor specific mass (kg/kw) = 9
Power processor efficiency = 0.89
EPS controller mass (kg) = 6.2
Interface module power (kW) = 0.05
Interface module efficiency = 0.9
Thruster cable mass (kg) = 0.8
Thermal control specific mass (kg/kw) = 31
Interface module structure mass fraction = 0.04
Additional mass required for ep (kg) = I0
Mass contingency fraction = 0.2
Chemical
Other propellant mass (kg) ---90
SK propellant mass (kg) = 459.3043
Initial mass at GEO (kg) = 2189.304
Apogee injection propellant mass (kg) = 1740.696
Separation mass at GTO (kg) = 3930
Electric
Total thruster/gimbal mass (kg) = 57.352
Thrust module structure mass (kg) = 20.04212
Total power processor mass (kg) = 42.67416
Total thruster cable mass (kg) *" 3.2
Thermal control mass (kg) = 8.256605
Propellant tank mass (kg) = 13.85771
Propulsion module mass (kg) = 168.8826
Interface module structure mass (kg) = 6.755303
Contingency mass (kg) = 35.12758
Electric propulsion dry mass (kg) = 210.7655
Spacecraft mass for EP (kg) = 1850.766
Other propellant mass (kg) = I01.5664
NSSK propellant mass (kg) = 69.28853
Initial mass at GEO (kg) = 2021.62
Thrusting time per firing (hr) = .8187724
Effective SK specific impulse (s) = 2132.397
Apogee injection propellant mass (kg) = 1607.372
Separation mass at GEO (kg) = 3628.993
Mass benefit with EP (kg) = 301.0073
Firings per week = 7
Total thrusting time (hr) = 4482.779
Number of battery cycles ---5475
Power for EPS (kW) = 2.426342
Maximum (EOL) battery depth of discharge = 0.3311037
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TABLEIX. - LAUNCHVEHICLEGTO
MASS CAPABILITIES
Launch Vehicle Mass in GTO, Reference
kg
Delta 7925
Atlas I
Atlas II
Atlas IIA
Atlas IIAS
Commercial Titan
Ariane 40
Ariane 42P
Ariane 44P
Ariane 42L
Ariane 44LP
Ariane 44L
1740
2275
2700
2840
3570
5560
1840
2540
294O
3140
3640
4140
38
39
39
39
39
40
41
41
41
41
41
41
TABLE X. - EPS MASS MODEL TEST CASES
Parameter Reference case (ref.18) Mass model
NSSK propulsion Chemical IPS Chemical IPS a EPS b
Launch site Kourou Kourou
Mission duration, years 15 15
Dry spacecraft mass, kg
Battery energy rating, kW-hr
Apogee injection specific impulse, s
Chemical, NSSK specific impulse, s
Electric thruster specific impulse, s
E PS mass, kg
Dry spacecrat_ + EPS mass, kg
Non-NSSK propellant mass, kg
NSSK propellant mass, kg
Mass in GEO, kg
Apogee injection propellant mass, kg
Mass in GTO, kg
Mass benefit of EPS, kg
Thrusting time per firing, hr
Total thrusting time, hr
Power for EPS, kW
Maximum battery depth of discharge
1640 1640
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
N/A ....
--- 2906
0 155
1640 1795
90 90
539 53
2269 1938
1522 1289
3791 3227
.... 564
--- 1.74
n°.
1640
311
285
0
1640
90
505
2235
1497
3732
1640
6.0
311
2906
153
1793
98
57
1948
1305
3253
479
1.73
9452
1.442
0.41
1640
6.0
311
29O6
138
1778
98
56
1932
1294
3226
506
1.71
9373
1.474
0.42
nAil input values estimated from reference 18.
bOtdy IPS thruster and power processor parameters from reference 18 are used.
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TABLE XI. - MASS MODEL RESULTS WITH ARCJET EPS
Chemical Arc jet
Parameter
NSSK Propulsion
Launch site
Mission duration, years
Dry spacecraft mass, kg
Battery energy rating, kW-hr
Apogee injection specific impulse, s
Chemical, NSSK specific impulse, s
Electric thruster, specific impulse, s
EPS mass, kg
Dry spacecraft + EPS mass, kg
Non-NSSK propellant mass, kg
NSSK propellant mass, kg
Mass in GEO, kg
Apogee injection propellant mass, kg
Mass in GTO, kg
Mass benefit of EPS, kg
Thrusting time per firing, hr
Total thrusting time, hr
Power for EPS, kW
Maximum battery depth of discharge
ETR
15
1500
7.2
321
310
0
1640
82
420
2002
1592
3595
ETR
15
!500 1500 1500 1500
7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2
321 321 321 321
375 510 530 550
82 72 93 100
1582 1572 1593 1600
87 86 87 88
383 273 265 256
2052 1931 1945 1944
1631 1535 1547 1546
3683 3466 3492 3490
-89 128 102 105
2.05 2.60 1.11 0.92
1601 2034 869 723
1.433 1.433 3.656 4.500
0.41 0.52 0.56 0.58
1500
7.2
321
600
98
1598
88
233
1919
1526
3445
150
1.05
820
4.500
0.66
TABLE XII.- MASS MODEL RESULTS WITH ION THRUSTER EPS
Parameter
NSSK propulsion Chemical
Laulx_h site ETR
Mission duration, years 15
Dry spacecraft mass, kg
Battery energy rating, kW-hr
Apogee injection specific impulse, s
Chemical, NSSK specific impulse, s
Electric thruster specific impulse, s
EPS mass, kg
Dry spacecraft + EPS mass, kg
Non-NSSK propellant mass, kg
NSSK propellant mass. kg
Mass in GEO, kg
Apogee injection propellant mass, kg
Mass in GTO, kg
Mass benefit of EPS, kg
Thrusting time per firing, hr
Total thrusting time, hr
Power for EPS, kW
Maximum battery depth of discharge
1640
6.0
321
310
1640
90
459
2189
1741
3930
nAil input values estimated from reference 18.
Decated 30 cm thrusterIPS a
ETR ETR
15 15
1640 1640 1640 1640 1640
6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
321 321 321 321 321
2906 2285 2467 2649 2814
15__..3_ 213 211 218 223
1793 1853 1851 1858 1863
98 102 102 102 102
57 75 69 65 61
1948 2030 2022 2024 2026
154..__99 1614 1607 1609 1611
3497 3643 3629 3634 3638
433 287 301 296 292
2.73 1.37 0.82 0.66 0.56
9452 7527 4483 3617 3075
1.442 1.544 2.426 3.067 3.621
0.41 0.35 0.33 0.34 0.34
1640
6.0
321
3031
233
1873
103
57
2033
1616
3649
281
0.48
2617
4.337
0.35
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TABLE XlII. - MASS MODEL RESULTS WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
Parameter
NSSK propulsion Chemical Arc jet Ion
Launch site
Mission duration, years
Dry spacecraft mass, kg
ETR
15
1500
ETR
15
1500
ETR
15
1500
Battery energy rating, kW-hr
Apogee injection specific impulse, s
Chemical, NSSK specific impulse, s
Electric thruster specific impulse, s
EPS mass, kg
Dry spacecraft + EPS mass, kg
Non-NSSK propellant mass, kg
NSSK propellant mass, kg
Mass in GEO, kg
Apogee injection propellant mass, kg
Mass in GTO, kg
Mass benefit of EPS, kg
Thrusting time per firing, hr
Total thrusting time, hr
Power for EPS, kW
Maximum battery depth of discharge
311
285
1500
82
462
2044
1694
3738
7.2
321
310
1500
82
420
2002
1592
3595
326
315
1500
82
413
1995
1554
3549
326
315
530
84
1584
87
264
1934
1507
3442
108
1.11
865
3.66
0.56
7.2
326 326
315 315
600 2467
89 149
1589 1649
87 90
232 62
1908 180 i
1487 1404
3395 3205
154 345
1.04 0.73
816 3993
4.5 2.43
0.65 0.25
7.2
326
315
3031
162
1662
91
50
1804
1405
3209
340
0.42
2322
4.34
0.26
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EPS = Propulsion module
Intcrface module Thrust module
ThrustcrsPower pF_SSOF$
Wiring
Thermal control
EPS conuoller and
housekeeping supplies
Propellant slonse
and control
Structure
Gimbals
Propellant distributiota
Structure
Figure l.---Electric propulsion system components.
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Figure Z--Propellant tankage and distribution system (ref. 12).
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